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Who Else Wants To Reduce
Or Eliminate Jet Lag And Feel Better,
Less Tired And More Refreshed?
Great New Discovery Helps You To Reduce Or Eliminate Jet Lag!
qlink
Bargain QLinks On Sale Now!
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Big Bore Kit 75mm CF250 Qlink
Commuter 250cc CN250

£102.29

-

1d 02h 15m

MOTOR BIKE COVER FOR QLINK
PEGASUS 150 BLACK

£38.34

1d 10h 24m

QLink biofield necklace
£13.50

3

2d 13h 38m

Quantum FW6N FreeXwire QLINK
for Nikon Flash NEW

LUGGAGE STORAGE BOX HARD
SADDLEBAGS LOCK Motorcycle
Scooter with Keys Qlink

£89.45

11d 23h 41m

£8.95

13d 16h 18m

£22.45

19d 13h 19m

£6.99

19d 21h 25m

£22.45

23d 09h 49m

£31.09

23d 18h 29m

560pcs STAINLESS ALLEN BOLT
KIT TRAILS QLINK RIEJU

CDI Box Chinese 125 150cc Scooter
ATV GY6 QLINK TAOTAO

560pcs STAINLESS ALLEN BOLT
KIT ATV POLARIS, QLINK

QLINK LEGACY 250 SAPERO
MOTORCYCLE COVER {WEATHE
RPROOF}
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QLINK X-RANGER 200 50
MOTORCYCLE COVER {WEATHE
RPROOF!}
QLINK LEGACY 250 SAPERO
MOTORCYCLE COVER {WEATHE
RPROOF}
QLINK X-RANGER 200 50
MOTORCYCLE COVER {WEATHE
RPROOF!}

£31.09

23d 18h 29m

£38.87

23d 20h 01m

£38.87

23d 20h 01m

£46.52

25d 08h 54m

£46.52

25d 08h 55m

£46.52

25d 08h 56m

£46.52

28d 05h 49m

£46.52

28d 05h 53m

£46.52

28d 05h 53m

MOTOR BIKE COVER FOR QLINK
SAPERO 250 BLACK

MOTOR BIKE COVER FOR QLINK
LEGACY 250 BLACK

MOTOR BIKE COVER FOR QLINK
X RANGER BLACK

MOTOR BIKE COVER FOR QLINK
LEGACY 250 BLUE

MOTOR BIKE COVER FOR QLINK
X RANGER BLUE

MOTOR BIKE COVER FOR QLINK
SAPERO 250 BLUE

View all 18 items on eBay

disclaimer

If you are in the airline industry and work as part of the cabin crew or cockpit crew, you know very well what jet
lag

is.

You

know

the

feeling….fatigue

and

disorientation,

broken

sleep,

confusion,

becoming

uptight,

dehydration…the list goes on and on. Even if you think you have got used to jet lag and can adjust to it, maybe
your body hasn't. It needs all the help it can get.
No question about it - jet lag is a pain! It can ruin a stopover and
wreck your social plans when you get home again and want to
squeeze in a couple of "nights out" before your next long haul
flight!
You know only too well that as a flight attendant or cockpit crew
member you have to work long hours on seemingly never ending
flights, crossing every time zone imaginable and all the time your
body clock is running in overdrive, trying to catch up!. All the
while you have to keep smiling and attend to the passengers
needs and serve them with a smile. Difficult job indeed if you
have to do it hour after hour, no matter how tired you are.
And if you are cockpit crew, maximum concentration is required and there is no room for fatigue or disorientation hundreds of lives depend on it.

How Often Do You Find Yourself Saying:
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"I Wish I Knew How To Reduce Or Eliminate Jet Lag"
Well now you can! An innovative technology based product, Q-Link is a pendant that will make you feel more
energized. Also, after that long and grueling international flight, wearing a QLink, you should not feel the immense
jet lag that you usually do. The recovery time will also be reduced. You'll be raring to go after a good sound sleep,
as QLink also helps you sleep better too. That fatigued, depleted feeling should also be gone.

Hundreds Of Cabin Crew And Cockpit Crew
Have Tried QLink And Been Amazed By Its Results.
Michelle Kwon, a Flight Attendant from San Francisco, CA, USA told us:
"I have been a flight attendant for 11 years and have always
thought that I coped fairly well with jet lag, until I felt the
difference when I started wearing the QLink Pendant. The first
time I noticed a dramatic difference was after a round trip to
Japan.
After the flight I was still thinking clearly, even though I still felt some
physical tiredness I did not have that spacey feeling I so often experience
after long international trips. I would highly recommend the QLink Pendant
to every flight attendant, on any airline, and to anybody else that travels by
air frequently".

Order Now!
Special 15% Discount On All QLinks For Cockpit And Cabin Crew!
As a flight attendant or pilot, you may well be familiar with
Electromagnetic Fields (EMF) as well as Jet Lag. What is/are EMF? EMF
is an electromagnetic field that occurs every time electricity is produced. It
disturbs the balance of the internal body rhythms directing your energies
towards unnecessary areas. The body's natural energy is thrown off its
balance by the interference of man - made energies. The upshot of it all is
that you feel tired more easily and have less energy.
Think about a normal day at "the office":
More than likely, you awoke this morning to an electric alarm clock placed
within a foot of your bed, made breakfast and coffee using electrical appliances like a coffee maker, toaster or
microwave, maybe checked out the morning news on your television, used an electric shaver, toothbrush, or hair
dryer and possibly spoke on a cordless phone - all of which bombard you with Electromagnetic Fields or
EMF, as you use these items.
You did all this before getting into your car (powered by hundreds of micro-computers), opening your garage door
with an electric opener, driving to work all along roads intersected with power lines, stopping off for a snack at a
store using electronic bar coding scanner and talking on your cell phone. Yes, you're right, more Electro
Magnetic Fields or EMF for your body to deal with!
When you got to the airport, ready for your pre-flight briefing, perhaps you walked through automatic doors,
turned on overhead fluorescent lights, checked the computer, or answered a cordless phone. You may not have
even noticed that there were satellite dishes and /or cell phone masts on top of your building or that there was an
electric substation in your neighbourhood……and all that BEFORE you even boarded the aircraft!
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But don't worry, help is at hand. Meet QLink!

QLink - The Miracle Pendant Which Eliminates EMF
And Helps To Reduce The Effects Of Jet Lag
What Can QLink Do?
It strengthens your resilience and resistance to the effects of stress.
It increases your energy and enhances your mental performance, especially under pressure.
It increases your capacity to function in EMF saturated environments.
QLink is based on a pioneering branch of quantum physics called SRT or Sympathetic
Resonance Technology. You will notice the effects of wearing the Qlink pendant within a
matter of days, or with many wearers, within hours.
So how does it work? We won't bore you with the science, but quite simply, the body, once
strengthened by the QLink, is not stressed or traumatised by EMF as it does not allow EMF to
put the body off its own natural rhythms.
By strengthening the body's own natural energy and innate intelligence, the QLink allows it to
recognise and differentiate between which external energies are healthy, and which are not. The body
thrives on natural energies but is thrown off balance by many man-made energies.
Thus the body remains centred and working at its optimum level. QLink works and is backed up by a huge amount
of independent scientific research!

Order Now!
Special 15% Discount On All QLinks For Cockpit And Cabin Crew!

Q Link's Benefits
QLink's commonly reported benefits are:
Less fatigue and greater concentration especially while working on a
computer.
Boosts your energy to new levels and reduce stress.
Fewer headaches after prolonged or frequent mobile telephone and
computer use.
Greater stamina throughout the day.
Reduced jet lag on long haul flights and shorter recovery time after
landing.
Sleep soundly all night - every night.
Enhances your body's ability to carry more oxygen.
Increase your defences against mobile phone radiation by up to
292%!
Less nervous tension.
These are just some of the benefits reported by satisfied wearers and by our own
and independent scientific research. The best proof of the QLink's benefits is
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personal experience. About 35% of wearers respond to the QLink within a few
hours, while others may require up to 30 days to register its effects.
Q Link has millions of satisfied wearers all over the world, including many celebrities and sportsmen
and sportswomen. We have reams upon reams of unsolicited testimonials from satisfied customers
around the world.
"Just one of the many benefits from wearing the QLINK is the absolute
elimination of jet lag. Cross-continental flights in either direction are
especially easy now and adjustments to a new time zone is effortless.
In addition, I feel very protected in the aircraft, which used to drain
me. My Pendant is now an ally in all aspects of my life"
Johanna Sayre, Villa Park, CA, US
"I wore the QLINK Pendant on a recent flight to Europe. This is the
first time I have not been fatigued, depleted and worn down after
spending hours in a commercial airline."
Donald Epstein, CO, USA

"I wear the QLink Pendant on all my trips across Europe and to the
United States. I never experience jet lag anymore. I arrive fresh and
relaxed and wake up the next day as if I were there a week already. I
also wear it in my hotel room."
Vera Brandes, Germany

Order Now!
Special 15% Discount On All QLinks For Cockpit And Cabin Crew!
Q Link couldn't be any more user friendly. It's light, smart and chic. In fact some people
regard it as a fashion accessory, in particular those who have bought our silver and gold
versions. But we believe in making sure that the amazing benefits of wearing Q Link are
available to as many people as possible, which is why our prices start at just £59.00. This might sound a lot, but the fact is that QLink has a 90 day money back guarantee and
Q Link lasts for years……many years. You can wear it 24/7. Wear it in the bath, in the
shower, on the beach, in the swimming pool, in the sea…..anywhere where you want and
QLink will go where you go without complaint. It's strong, durable and reliable.
So why wait? Buy it today. QLink has millions of satisfied wearers around the world, including numerous
celebrities, sportsmen and sportswomen. People like you and me love QLink too. Q Link works. Period.
Buy it today and start protecting yourself from the detrimental effects of EMF and reduce the effects of jet lag!
QLink is one of a kind. It's unique. It works. We have thousands of unsolicited testimonials from many different
people from all walks of life who say that QLink works. All of them, bar none, have attested to the efficacy of QLink
- and the testimonials go far beyond the QLink's effect on EMF.
There is no doubt that Q Link is a remarkable invention - something everybody should wear in today's EMF
saturated environment. But don't just buy it for that. Q Link has some other remarkable benefits as well - many of
which can help you make it through the challenges of modern day life.

Order Now!
Special 15% Discount On All QLinks For Cockpit And Cabin Crew!
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Still in doubt? OK, wear QLink for 90 days and if you don't get the kind of benefits we
have described, just let us know and we'll buy QLink back from you for exactly what
you paid…(less postage and packing).
Now surely that's an offer you can't refuse! You may be wondering (like our Accountants are) how we can afford to make such an offer. Well quite simply we stand by our product. We know it
works and are confident that after 90 days of every day usage, you and your QLink will
not be separated!
If you are still in doubt, ask to see more of our testimonials. Reassure yourself about the efficacy of QLink. You
owe it to yourself to buy QLink. It's a relatively small investment for such a big product, which will give you so
many benefits every day of your life.

Buy Now!
Special 15% Discount On All QLinks For Cockpit And Cabin Crew!
QLink. Wear It. Love It.™
Australian Solar

Flight Ticket 70% Off

www.smarttsolarsystems.com.au

www.Groupon.com.au/Brisbane

The ONLY Australian made panels!
Guaranteed Performance. 13 14 13

Get Brisbane's Best Travel Deals %
Flight Tickets. Save Today!
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